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	Secret ingredients lurk in food, hidden as 'artificial flavor,' 'natural flavor,' and 'spices'
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              Healthy Eating
            
Why alcohol labels should have nutrition and allergen info
Currently, manufacturers are not required to put nutrition information on alcoholic beverage containers. Here’s why CSPI is calling for mandatory alcohol labeling and raising red flags about concerning alcohol marketing practices.
Read moreExplore more from CSPI
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        Healthy Eating
      
What’s in season: April produce guide
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        Fact vs. Fiction
      
April Fools! Watch out for these food label tricks
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        Food Additives
      
Where is Red 3 legal? See where your state stands
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        Food Labeling
      
Have a food allergy? What to know about FDA's new guidance
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        Food Additives
      
What's in 'flavor'? No one knows—and that's a problem
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        Weight and Health
      
Our guide to food-tracking apps
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        Litigation
      
Studies in Supreme Court abortion-drug case retracted
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        Food Additives
      
How food companies sneak new ingredients past the FDA
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        Healthy Kids
      
School breakfast standards are about to get an upgrade
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        Food Additives
      
Titanium dioxide: Why FDA should ban this harmful additive
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        Healthy Retail
      
Federal Trade Commission sues to block Kroger-Albertsons merger
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        Government Accountability
      
Most foods contain toxic phthalates. Now what?
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Lab-developed tests: Everything you need to know
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        Government Accountability
      
Merging grocery giants threaten Americans’ food security
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Red 3-free Valentine's Day: Candy to gift, treats to skip
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        Healthy Eating
      
Try these healthy Super Bowl snack tips, swaps, and recipes
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        Food Additives
      
Red 3: Washington, Illinois introduce new ban bills
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        Healthy Kids
      
Why milk served in schools is always low-fat or nonfat
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        Supplements
      
FDA alert: Supplements sold on Amazon may be poison or drugs
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        Food Safety
      
What you need to know about food poisoning
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        Supplements
      
Weeding through the evidence to clear the cannabis confusion
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        Healthy Eating
      
10 simple tips to get (and stay) healthy in 2024
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        Food Additives
      
CSPI's accomplishments: Looking back at our 2023 victories
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        Food Additives
      
BVO: Why the FDA might finally ban brominated vegetable oil
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        Healthy Eating
      
Which alcoholic beverages have the most (or least) calories?
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        Government Accountability
      
Tell the FDA: Reduce added sugars in US food supply 
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        Food Safety
      
Don't let food poisoning ruin your holidays
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        Supplements
      
Balance of Nature ordered to stop selling supplements
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        Food Additives
      
Red 3: Why hasn’t the FDA banned this carcinogenic food dye? 
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Dollar General: Don’t discount families!
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        Sustainability
      
Reduce plastic use at home—for the planet’s health and ours
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        Food Safety
      
Carcinogenic Red 3 is hiding in these Halloween candies
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CSPI sues EpicGenetics, maker of test for fibromyalgia, for false and misleading claims
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Cheese carve-out for school meals threatens student health 
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        Food Safety
      
How to keep your kitchen safe
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        Healthy Kids
      
'Smart Snacks' in schools should meet federal Dietary Guidelines
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        Preventing Disease
      
What may—and may not—lower your risk of breast cancer
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        Healthy Kids
      
The Teal Pumpkin Project: Have an allergen-free Halloween
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        Government Accountability
      
Food and health news you may have missed: Oct 6, 2023
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        Food Safety
      
Overlooked but essential: The role of public health veterinarians in food safety
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        Physical Activity
      
5 exercise questions to get the most out of your workouts
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        Government Accountability
      
Biden administration makes progress toward hunger and nutrition commitments but major items still outstanding
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Consumer groups welcome FDA proposal for better regulation of laboratory-developed tests 
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        Fact vs. Fiction
      
What to know about buying meds online
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        Healthy Kids
      
Infant formula, baby food could soon be safer
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        Healthy Eating
      
6 things to know about ultra-processed foods
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        Healthy Eating
      
Simple, inexpensive ways to eat more fruit and veggies 
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        Food Safety
      
Red 3 is banned in cosmetics. Why does FDA allow it in food?
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        Healthy Kids
      
Back to school: Allergen-free snacks for the whole class
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        Food Safety
      
Food poisoning is all too common. Here’s how to avoid it at home
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        Food Labeling
      
Sesame allergy: Food manufacturing shortcut creates new risks 
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        Preventing Disease
      
What to know about skin cancer
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        Sugary Drinks
      
Boost your hydration while cutting out sweeteners
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        Healthy Eating
      
Ditching meat but feeling hungry? Try these substantial salads
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        Healthy Eating
      
Our favorite aspartame-free sodas, snacks, and sweets
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        Healthy Retail
      
Customers want healthier options at dollar stores




Donate to CSPI today.
CSPI is an independent, nonprofit organization that does not accept corporate donations—we rely on your tax-deductible contributions to fund our advocacy work on nutrition and food safety. To support CSPI's important work every day, please consider becoming a monthly donor.

Give today
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Seasonal eating
Recipe of the week
A simple, plant-based meal for two on the table—and in less time than it takes to order takeout. Enjoy!

Yuba Snow Pea Stir Fry



The best salads this season

	Snap Pea & Radish Spring Salad
[image: sliced radishes and snap peas topped with feta cheese]

	Edamame & Herb Salad with Creamy Lemongrass Ginger Dressing
[image: edamame and herb salad with creamy lemongrass ginger dressing]

	Fennel & Radish Salad
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	Blood Orange & Avocado Salad
[image: blood orange and avocado salad]

	Kiwi & Radish Salad
[image: kiwi radish salad]


Browse all free recipes
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Chemical Cuisine
Our food additive safety ratings
Wondering which ingredients in your foods and beverages are safe? Our Chemical Cuisine database rates additives—used to preserve foods and affect their taste, texture, or appearance—from ‘safe' to 'avoid.' 

Explore our database
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Caffeine Chart
How much is too much?
Caffeine is one of the only FDA-approved drugs that is present naturally and legally added to widely consumed foods. Exactly how much caffeine is there in the food and beverages you consume? CSPI has compiled the data.

Learn more
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Banning Red 3
Where is Red 3 legal?
CSPI’s interactive map tracks which states have introduced or passed legislation to ban the carcinogenic color additive Red 3 from foods and beverages.

See where your state stands
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Take action
Tell the FDA: Ensure Menu Labeling Requirements Apply to Third-Party Platforms
Ordering restaurant food through third-party platforms such as DoorDash, Grubhub, and Uber Eats is becoming very common, but labeling on these platforms is severely lacking. Submit a comment in support of menu labeling requirements on third-party platforms.

Submit a comment
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Earth on the edge: What to know about diet and climate

March 20, 2024
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Featured content for NutritionAction subscribers

How to choose the best beefless burgers & beyond

March 20, 2024
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Featured content for NutritionAction subscribers

How supplements distort science to sell

March 20, 2024
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Yuba Pad Thai
March 20, 2024
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Featured content for NutritionAction subscribers

Food Find: Trader Joe's Tofu Sheets
March 20, 2024
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Current issue
CSPI & Nutrition Action Customer Service
Customer Service can be reached by email at the following addresses:

customercare@nutritionaction.com or customercare@cspinet.org

Visit our Customer Service Page
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Our issues
CSPI’s work improves the way America eats by transforming the food environment in schools, restaurants, grocery stores, and public places. We fight to keep our food supply free of dangerous chemicals and pathogens. We push government and industry to make transparent, science-based decisions.


See what we're working on.


          See our issues
        

[image: Healthy Cook's Kitchen Seafood book cover]Booklet
The Healthy Cook's Kitchen: Seafood
Eat seafood once or twice a week. That’s what health experts recommend. Wouldn’t it be wonderful to have a stable of simple, scrumptious, and healthy recipes to help you get there? That’s where we come in! In the third installment of The Healthy Cook’s Kitchen series, chef Kate Sherwood shares some of her favorite recipes. How does Poached Provencal White Fish sound? Or Snapper Tacos with Avocado Salsa? Mmm…

Order now



[image: Current Issue]Nutrition Action provides honest, unbiased, science-based advice on nutrition and health. 
Read the Current Issue
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